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Abstract: Accelerated cyclic aging tests are very important for research and industry to quickly
characterize lithium-ion cells. However, the accentuation of stress factors and the elimination of rest
periods lead to an apparent capacity fade, that can be subsequently recovered during a resting phase.
This effect is attributed to the inhomogeneous lithium distribution in the anode and is observable
with differential voltage analysis (DVA). We tested cylindrical 18,650 cells with Li(NixCoyAlz)O2-
graphite/silicon chemistry during two cycling and resting phases. The capacity, the pulse resistance,
the DVA, and the capacity difference analysis are evaluated for cells cycled at different average
SOC and current rates. An apparent capacity loss of up to 12% was reported after 200 FCE for cells
cycled under the presence of pressure gradients, while only 1% were at low-pressure gradients. The
subsequent recovery was up to 80% of the apparent capacity loss in some cases. The impact of silicon
cannot be estimated as it shows no features in the dV/dQ curves. We observe a recovery of apparent
resistance increase, which is not reported for cells with pure graphite anodes. Finally, we demonstrate
the strong impact of apparent aging for the lifetime prediction based on standard accelerated cyclic
aging tests.

Keywords: aging; lifetime prognosis; cycle life; NCA; silicon; mechanical stress; homogeneity of
lithium distribution; capacity recovery

1. Introduction

The ongoing energy transition requires high-performance and durable lithium-ion
batteries for various grid-connected and mobile applications. Within the electric vehicle
industry, for instance, energy storage systems may have a lifetime of over 8 years [1]. To
avoid long test periods, cyclic aging tests are typically accelerated by increasing stress fac-
tors [2,3] such as current, state of charge (SOC), depth of discharge (DOD), and temperature,
as well as eliminating rest periods, in contrast to real-world applications. This prevalent
procedure leads to an underestimated lifetime prediction during real-life operation when
the prediction models rely on accelerated cyclic aging test data.

In a work by Epding et al. [4], the influence of test pauses during cyclic aging tests was
investigated using NMC/Graphite cells. In their experiment, on one side, the reduction of
test pauses reduced the cycle life of the cells; on the other side, the pauses at 100% SOC
led to a direct capacity increase that is not explainable by the anode overhang effect. On
this account, at 100% SOC [5], active lithium would rather be lost to the anode overhang
appearing in a capacity loss instead of a capacity increase. The examined cells were fixed
between aluminum plates. The fixation of cells must be considered during cyclic aging
tests as reported by Lewerenz et al. [6]. In their work, cells were cycled continuously
at 6 to 12% DOD around five different average SOCs that were distributed over the full
SOC range. The compressed cells revealed higher capacity losses at lower and higher
average SOCs. In these SOC windows, the graphite active material exhibits a pressure
gradient due to cell breathing [7–9]. Around 50% average SOC, the lowest aging rates were
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observed. In this SOC window, there is a plateau in the expansion, leading to only a very
low-pressure gradient. In a subsequent rest phase at different storage SOCs, they observed
capacity recovery for the cells cycled at high and low average SOCs. In a differential voltage
analysis (DVA), they demonstrated a flattening of characteristic features over cycling and a
reappearing of those features after recovery during rest. Moreover, they highlighted no
significant flattening of features around 50% average SOC. They attributed this effect to
the homogeneity of lithium distribution (HLD) over the electrode that was inhomogenized
during high-current cycling and homogenized during rest periods. Hence, they concluded
that pressure gradients over SOC play a key role in this phenomenon and its reversibility.
In cases of higher measured apparent capacity losses, no influence on pulse resistance
was reported.

In experiments using a cylindrical 18,650 format, the cells are not constrained with a
defined compression. However, the expansion during breathing is limited by the cylindrical
housing leading to an undefined pressure. In a comparable shallow cycling experiment,
Ecker et al. [10] found, as well, for NMC/graphite higher losses at lower and higher average
SOCs and the lowest losses around 50%.

In experiments using unconstrained pouch cells, Käbitz et al. [11] found increasing
losses with higher average SOCs. These findings are confirmed by Lewerenz et al. [12] in
a similar experiment investigating using another cell type. Hence, we conclude that this
inhomogeneity effect appears in the moment of the expansion due to cell breathing being
limited and turning into pressure.

For LiFePO4 (LFP)/graphite cells recovery was observed but at different average SOC
compared to Li(NixMnyCoz)O2 (NMC)/graphite cells. Spingler et al. [13] investigated
shallow cycling for various DOD windows and average SOC. In contrast to the previous
NMC results, they found strong recovery around 50% average SOC as here, compared to
NMC, the LFP voltage slope is very low, leading to low compensation currents. Moreover,
they could show that the lithium distribution over the anode area was inhomogeneous
after cycling. They found an accelerated recovery for higher temperatures and at 2 V where
the voltage slope of the graphite is high.

This effect of inhomogeneous lithium distribution in presence of pressure gradients
for NMC/graphite cells leads to the assumption that the different lithiated areas on the
electrode have, on one side, a different cell potential that causes compensations currents
over the electrode; on the other side, these electrode areas have as well a different cell
expansion leading to spatial pressure gradients. As these inhomogeneities only appear in
the presence of pressure gradients, the pressure gradients seem to hinder the compensation
due to potential differences in the areas with different SOC.

To the best of our knowledge, the research did not investigate the impact of silicon
on the phenomenon of the influence of cell pressure on recoverable capacity so far. Silicon
has a volume expansion of about 300% including hysteresis [14] having potentially a great
impact on cell pressure due to breathing. Silicon can significantly increment the energy
density of lithium-ion cells and can be found nowadays more frequently in commercial
cells [15].

In our work, we investigate silicon containing 18,650 cells for shallow cycling for
three average SOC. In Section 3.1, we will focus on the influence of various current rates
and the subsequent recovery and will examine what happens after repeating cycling and
recovery phases. The evaluation of capacity and resistance losses and recovery will be
discussed in Section 3.2. The link between capacity recovery and DVA will be given in
Section 3.3. Finally, we highlight the impact of the reversible effect on the lifetime prediction
of accelerated aging tests.

2. Materials and Methods

Thirteen cylindrical 18,650 cells of the type Samsung 35E were examined in this inves-
tigation. The technical cell features are in Table 1. The cells were investigated previously in
the publications [7,16–18]. Kuntz and Popp et al. [19,20] reported a share of Si of 1.5% in
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the anode. The spread of the initial capacities is (3.39 ± 0.007) Ah, which was measured
with C/15. For the execution of the tests, we used a test bench of Arbin Instruments (Model
LBTa2030). The cells are kept in a temperature chamber from Binder (KB 115), guaranteeing
a constant ambient temperature of 25 ◦C for the entire test. The cell temperatures during
the cycling tests were measured at the cell housing. They range between 26 and 30 ◦C.

Table 1. Datasheet of 18650-35E Samsung.

Producer Samsung

Cell type 18650-35E

Cathode NCA

Anode Graphite + 1.5% Silicon

Nom. Capacity at 0.2C 3.4 Ah

Max. discharge voltage 2.65 V

Max. charge voltage 4.2 V

Max. discharge current 8000 mA

Delivery voltage 3.55 V

The test strategy consists of the recurrent cycling and resting of the cells. For this
investigation, one cycling phase and the consequent resting phase are considered as one
round. The test presented in this work contains two cycling-resting rounds. During the
cyclic and resting phases, the SOH of the cell was measured with a check-up routine every
50 FCE or after an unspecified resting duration, as depicted in Figure 1. Cycling the cells
with only 50 FCE between check-ups allows the formation of inhomogeneous lithium
distribution at low risk of Li-plating, as it is not the aim to study irreversible aging but to
analyze apparent aging and its recovery. During a check-up, the cells are at first charged
CCCV to 4.2 V at C/3, followed by a CC discharge and CCCV charge with C/3 (Steps 1
and 2). Thereafter, a CC discharge (from 4.2 V to 2.65 V) followed by a CCCV charge with
C/15 was performed (Steps 3 and 4). Various pulses were carried out with charging and
discharging currents of 0.7C, 1C, and 1.4C at 10%, 50%, and 90% of the actual discharge
capacity at C/15. After the check-up routine is carried out, the cells are charged with C/3
either to 12% SOC for resting or to the corresponding average SOC of the last measured
capacity for cycling.
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Figure 1. Check-up routine.

With this routine, we measured the capacity (Step 3) and the pulse resistance (Step 5)
and conducted differential voltage analysis (DVA) and capacity difference analysis (CDA).
The internal resistance was calculated by evaluating a discharge pulse test at 50% SOC with
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1C after 20 s (Step 6). The other conducted pulse tests are part of a unified check-up routine
of our project, but are beyond the scope of this publication.

For the cycling phase, the cells were charged up to a defined average SOC and then
cycled with a defined DOD window. The charge/discharge currents were varied for
different cells. The selection of the average SOC has a direct influence on the pressure
gradient that the jelly-roll experiences during the cycling phase. Figure 2 shows a schematic
of the pressure evolution over SOC of a cylindrical cell with a graphite anode.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the pressure evolution over the SOC of lithium-ion cells with graphite anode
along with the average SOC and DOD selected for the cycling tests.

To vary the pressure gradient, the average SOC was set to 20%, 50%, and 70%. The
highest pressure gradients due to cell breathing are reported for 20% and 70% average SOC,
while cells at 50% SOC reveal only small pressure gradients [21]. Studies that measured the
can diameter change of cylindrical Si-containing cells are [7–9,16,17,22]. On this account,
Willenberg [7,16,17] used the same cell used in this investigation. From [8,21,22], we assume
a change of pressure in the jelly-roll produced mostly by the anode volume change and
neglect the influence of the gas. The pressure is then a result of the metallic can confining
the jelly-roll. As it is shown in the following section, these pressure gradients have a direct
influence on the results of our investigation.

Since no formation of inhomogeneities are expected for cycling at 50% average SOC
(reference cell), a variation of currents and DODs is provided only for cells at 20% and 70%
average SOC. The DOD is varied between 20% and 30% using three pairs of charge and
discharge currents. Detailed values are given in Table 2. Both cycling phases lasted around
2.5 months. Due to the different current rates, the cycling phases have a slightly different
duration among the different cells.

Table 2. Variation of test parameters for the cycling phase: DOD, average SOC, charge and discharge
currents Icha and Idsc.

Cell Nr. SOC [%] DOD [%] Icha [mA] Idsc [mA]

1 20 20 1020 2000
2 20 20 1360 2800
3 20 20 1700 3400
4 20 30 1020 2000
5 20 30 1360 2800
6 20 30 1700 3400
7 50 20 1360 2800
8 70 20 1020 2000
9 70 20 1360 2800
10 70 20 1700 3400
11 70 30 1020 2000
12 70 30 1360 2800
13 70 30 1700 3400
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After the first cycling sequence, the cells were rested at 3.45 V (12.3% SOC), with two
check-ups conducted after 1.5 and 2.5 months. After the second cycling sequence, only
one check-up was performed after 5 months during rest at 3.45 V. Due to a mistake in our
procedure, cell 6 misses the last check-up.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Test Results: Cycling and Resting

To visualize the cycling and the resting phases in one graph, the measured capacity
loss and resistance increase are plotted over time. The background of the plots represents
the different phases during the tests. While the red background depicts the cycling phase,
the green background shows the resting phases. The blue background represents the
transition period between cycling and resting due to a time delay in the tests.

In Figure 3 the capacity (a) and pulse resistance (b) are plotted over the time for
cells cycled at 20%, 50% (reference), and 70% average SOC with 20% DOD and with
charge/discharge currents of 1360/2800 mA. During the first cycling phase of 1.5 months
(about 200 FCE), the capacity decreases to 96% and 92% for cells cycled at 20% and 70%
average SOC, while the reference cell at 50% preserves a capacity of 99%. During the first
rest period of 3.5 months, the capacity of all cells with an average SOC of 20% and 70%
increased and, including the cell at 50% SOC, reach a final value of about 98% (5 months).
The alleged capacity loss induced during cycling can be recovered during a resting phase
and is, consequently, only apparent aging.
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Figure 3. Capacity loss (a) and pulse resistance (b) over time for cells cycled at 20% (blue), 50%
(black), and 70% (orange) average SOC. All tests are conducted with 20% DOD and charge/discharge
currents of 1360/2800 mA. Cycling, transition, and resting phases are depicted with red, blue, and
green backgrounds, correspondingly.

The recovery is the strongest for the cells cycled around 20% and 70% average SOC,
where the pressure gradient due to cell breathing is high (see Figure 2). The cell cycled
around 50% average SOC presents only a slight recovery in comparison to the other cells.
Regarding the cycling conditions, the only stress factor varied for this cell is the average
SOC, which has a direct influence on the pressure gradient experienced by the cell during
cycling (Figure 2). The low capacity recovery of this cell during the resting phase, along
with the results of the cells cycled at 20% and 70% SOC, validate the previous hypothesis
regarding the relationships between pressure gradients and the apparent capacity loss.
Herein, the general results are in line with the ones reported by Lewerenz et al. [6] and
Ecker et al. [11]. Nevertheless, in contrast to these publications, the resistance presents a
different behavior.
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The resistance shows high apparent aging during cycling followed by a significant
recovery during resting, as depicted in Figure 3b. Similar to the behavior of the capacity,
the resistance recovery during resting is the strongest in the presence of a pressure gradient
during cycling (see Figure 2). The impact of cycling on resistance recovery might be an
effect of the 1.5% Si in the anode, for a strong voltage and expansion hysteresis is reported
in [8,19].

Figure 4 (Capacity) and Figure 5 (Resistance) present the aging results for cells cycled
with different charge and discharge currents. The results are shown in a matrix arrangement
with the average SOCs of 20% and 70% and the DODs of 20% and 70%. As expected, the
apparent aging increases with higher cycling currents. In nearly all cases, more than 50% of
the apparent capacity loss is recovered after the resting phase during the first cycling-resting
round. This is also the case for the resistance. A clear aging trend due to the influence of
DOD and average SOC is not evident.

For all the tests, with exception of the reference cell, the apparent aging during cy-
cling is recovered during the resting phases, at least in a small amount. Nevertheless, the
capacity evolution during one resting phase does not always show a recovery trend. For
instance, the capacity of the cell cycled at 20% average SOC with 20% DOD with the currents
1360 mA/2800 mA (graph on the top left in Figure 4) shows a capacity loss between the
months 3 and 5 (end of resting), which can be attributed to calendar aging during this period.

The apparent aging and its recovery can be observed in the first and second rounds
(see Figure 3). Thus, the phenomenon occurs after a cycling phase, independently of the
cell age. For a proper comparison of the capacity and resistance aging and recovery, the
following section offers an evaluation of the aging rates and relative recovered the apparent
capacity loss.
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Figure 4. Capacity loss for cells cycled with charge/discharge currents in mA of 1020/2000, 1360/2800,
and 1700/3400. The plots are arranged in a matrix with the average SOCs of 20% and 70% and
DODs of 20% and 70%. Cycling, transition, and resting phases are depicted with red, blue, and green
backgrounds, correspondingly.
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Figure 5. Pulse resistance for cells cycled with charge/discharge currents in mA of 1020/2000,
1360/2800, and 1700/3400. The plots are arranged in a matrix with the average SOCs of 20% and 70%
and DODs of 20% and 70%. Cycling, transition, and resting phases are depicted with red, blue, and
green backgrounds, correspondingly.

3.2. Evaluation of Aging Rates and Recovery

In the following, the rates of capacity loss and resistance increase during both cycling
phases are compared. This analysis is complemented by the recovered apparent aging,
which is explained consequently for all tested cells.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume a linear aging behavior for the capacity loss
and resistance increase. Both aging rates are determined from the resulting slope between
the initial and final values of the corresponding cycle phase. The results are presented
in Figure 6, with the capacity loss rate on the left and the resistance increase rate on the
right. The aging rate at 50% average SOC (black and grey bars) is comparably low for
both cycling periods. In contrast to this, cycling at around 20% and 70% average SOC
shows at higher charge/discharge currents a significantly lower aging rate during the 2nd
cycling phase for resistance and capacity (bars with lighter colors). Only for lower currents
the capacity loss rates are in both cycling phases roughly the same. The reasons for these
different aging rates are further discussed in Section 3.3 with a focus on the homogeneity
of lithium distribution.

Considering solely the aging rates for estimating the effects of different stress factors
in the battery cycle life leads to erroneous conclusions. An analysis of the aging rates
is complemented by the recoverable apparent aging, whose value provides the amount
of recovered capacity/resistance relative to the apparent loss/increment during cycling.
To neglect the influence of calendar aging and obtain the highest possible recovery with
our test data, the relative recovery was computed by dividing the highest capacity value
during the resting phase by the capacity value after the cycling phase (see Figure A1 in
Appendix A).

The relative recovery of the cycling-resting tests is shown in Figure 7, arranged in a
matrix form with the average SOC of 20% and 70% and the DOD of 20% and 30%. During
the first round, all cells recover around 60% of the apparent capacity loss during cycling,
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with the exception of the cell cycled with 1020/2000 mA at 70% average SOC and 30%
DOD. During the second round, the amount of recovery is still considerable, with similar
or lower values to the recovery during the first round. Thus, the apparent aging happens
after every cycling phase. The amount of recoverable apparent aging, on the other hand, is
dependent on different factors, such as average SOC, DOD, and cycling currents.
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Figure 6. Rates of the apparent capacity loss and resistance increase during the cycling phases. The
cells were tested with 20%, 50%, and 70% average SOC (red, grey, and red background), 20% and
30% DOD, and low (1020 mA/2000 mA), mid (1360 mA/2800 mA) and high (1700 mA/3400 mA)
charge/discharge currents.
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Figure 7. Capacity recovery during the resting phases for the first and second cycles. The cells were
tested with 20% and 70% average SOC, and 20% and 30% DOD and low (1020 mA/2000 mA), mid
(1360 mA/2800 mA), and high (1700 mA/3400 mA) charge/discharge current intensities.
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The stress factors varied in this test show some dependencies of the recovery with
respect to average SOC, DOD, and charge/discharge currents. For instance, cells cycled at
20% DOD present a slightly higher recovery per round, than the ones at 30% DOD. This
behavior can be attributed to the pressure gradient during cycling, which may reach the
expansion plateau when the DOD window becomes larger (see Figure 2). Analogous to the
aging rate, higher currents lead to higher recoverable apparent capacity loss. Contrary to
this behavior, the cells cycled with a higher current intensity, presenting a lower recovered
apparent capacity loss. Therefore, we assume irreversible lithium plating on the anode
surface is provoked by the combination of an inhomogeneous lithium distribution and
the corresponding current intensity. Additionally, the higher average SOC during cycling
increases the chance of this happening.

The values in Figure 7 can simultaneously include recovery effects due to other factors.
Nevertheless, the contribution of reversible lithium-plating can be excluded due to the
moderate temperatures [23], as well as the anode overhang effect [16,21,24]. The capacity
loss during cycling (Figure 6), and its recovery (Figure 7), must correspond to an additional
phenomenon, namely, the distribution of lithium.

3.3. Differential Voltage Analysis and Lithium Distribution

In this section, the apparent cell aging and its recovery is investigated using Differential
Voltage Analysis. Previously, similar tests were conducted in [6,13] with a cycling and a
resting phase. The dV/dQ curves obtained during the cycling phase flatten and recover to
their original shape during resting. This was associated with successive loss of coherence
during charge/discharge, which is caused by the lateral lithium distribution over the
electrode area, and which can be reversed during the resting phase. Grounding on these
findings, we apply the DVA to our tests and present results in this section.

Our DVA consists of the comparison of the measured dV/dQ curve with a virtual curve,
that presents only a capacity loss (stretching and shifting of the curve) but no change in
the curve features (no flattening). This comparison allows observation of the HLD during
the cycling and resting phases. The procedure is depicted in more detail in Figure A2 in
Appendix B. For a single cell, we compare the dV/dQ curves, and their corresponding DVA,
at the beginning of the test (1st check-up), after the 1st cycling phase (5th check-up), the 1st
resting phase (8th check-up), the 2nd cycling phase (12th check-up) and the 2nd resting
phase (13th check-up). The check-up number is given at the bottom right part of the graph.
The transition from the resting to the cycling phase is depicted with thick red arrows, and
with green arrows otherwise.

The DVA is applied to three exemplary cells (20%, 50%, and 70% average SOC) with
the result in Figure 3. The peak height MinHiY illustrates the loss of HLD (plots in Figure 8
for 20% average SOC). It is computed by comparing the measured (black solid line) anode
peak at 1.8 Ah with the expected (black dashed line) curve. As the dV/dQ curve of the
cathode is virtually preserved, the red dashed line returns the resulting anode curve from
the measured full cell curve and, thus, the HLD over the anode. The results show a high
reproducibility for all three cells.

At 50% average SOC the shape of the measured dV/dQ curve is almost perfectly
preserved after the cycling phase and shows only little flattening at 1.8 Ah. During the
resting phase, the shape has fully recovered and there is no difference between the expected
and the measured anode curve (solid and dashed red lines), supporting the aforementioned
fitting strategy of the half-cell educated guess.

At 20% and 70% average SOC, a significantly stronger flattening is observed after
the cycling phases, as the peaks flatten not only at 1.8 Ah, but also between 0.3 and 1 Ah.
During the resting phase, the shape recovers to some extent without reaching the expected
curve shape (solid red). Thus, the HLD during resting has not fully recovered to its original
state. Moreover, the inhomogenization after the 1st cycling phase is stronger than after
the 2nd cycling phase for both average SOCs. On this account, the apparent aging and its
recovery, previously shown in Figures 3–5, evidently correlate with the HLD.
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Figure 8. DVA for three cells cycled at 20%, 50%, and 70% average SOC with 20% DOD and
charge/discharge currents of 1360/2800 mA. The DVA is shown at begin of the test (1st check-up),
after the 1st cycling phase (5th check-up), the 1st resting period (8th check-up), the 2nd cycling phase
(12th check-up), and, finally, the 2nd resting period (13th check-up). The solid black line shows
the measured full cell dV/dQ curve, the solid red line the estimated anode, and the dashed blue
line the cathode (educated guess). The black dashed line shows the expected dV/dQ curve (HLD
preserved). The green arrows in the graphs highlights rehomogenization and the red arrows the
inhomogenization.

Summarizing, along with the apparent aging and its recovery, the reversibility of the
HLD occurs only for the cells cycled at 20% and 70% average SOC, where the pressure
gradient is higher. The HLD remains consistent at 50% average SOC, which is in line with
previous publications in the field [6,10]. Additionally, as the solid red lines show, the peaks
of the dV/dQ curves change during the test only on the anode side. Hence, the distribution
of lithium is inhomogeneous at the anode, and not at the cathode. Moreover, due to the
potential difference among the different areas, the cut-off voltage is reached earlier during
a check-up, and the extractable capacity is hindered.
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The aforementioned potential difference should lead to a compensation current within
the active material, that homogenizes the lithium distribution instantly during the cycling
phase. Nevertheless, in the case of a pressure gradient (20% and 70% average SOC),
this compensation current is somehow hindered. The particles in these areas, due to the
inhomogeneous lithium distribution, have different volumes, and, thus, different local
pressure. For a deeper understanding of this process, more experiments are needed.

3.4. Capacity Difference Analysis and Lithium Distribution

With CDA we evaluate the extractable capacity obtained during a low and a higher
current discharge. The CDA method is well described and applied in [25,26]. In this case,
the capacity obtained from the dV/dQ curve (C/15) and the capacity at nominal current
(C/3) is used. In Figure 9, all curves have an initial value of 0.5–0.6 Ah, which is correlating
to the near anode overhang, summing up to 1–2% of the nominal capacity. The curves
rise during cycling and sink during resting to nearly the same initial value. The results
show higher values during the cycling phase for higher charge/discharge currents, with
the exception of the cell at 50% average SOC. This effect is significantly weaker during the
2nd cycling phase. A higher DOD, however, is not associated with higher values.
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Figure 9. Capacity difference analysis (CDA) for cells cycled at 20%, 50%, and 70% average SOC with
20% and 30% DOD, and charge/discharge currents of 1020/2000, 1360/2800, and 1700/3400 mA.

Combined with the findings for the DVA, CDA is a measure for inhomogeneity of
laterally distributed lithium on the graphite anode. The difference of 12 h between the
two discharge rates allows lithium-ions to move laterally in the x-y-plane in the anode
and increases the amount of extractable lithium. In contrast to the trends for resistance
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in Figure 5, the capacity difference returns to the initial value and is not increasing over
aging. Thus, CDA is a great method to measure HLD without measuring aging. A possible
limit to the practicability of this method for this application is the formation of strong
Li-plating [27] during testing.

3.5. Impact of Inhomogeneities on Lifetime Prediction

We demonstrated in the previous sections that the apparent aging (capacity and
resistance) during cycling can be recovered to a large fraction. A reasonable explanation is
the cycling-induced inhomogenization of the lithium distribution throughout the anode
area, and its rehomogeneization during resting.

To predict the lifetime of lithium-ion cells the trends of capacity loss and resistance
increase obtained by accelerated cyclic aging tests are extrapolated using different mod-
els [28–33]. To accelerate the cycle of aging, on the one side, stress factors such as current
rates, DOD, or temperatures, are intensified, and, on the other side, idle periods during
a typical application are eliminated. Thus, faster aging in a shorter test time is achieved.
However, for this approach, a reliable model-based relation between the accelerated and
the unaccelerated real-life application is required.

As depicted in the previous sections, the cells in this work present strong apparent
aging under testing, which has a significant impact on lifetime prediction. In Figure 10,
the cell capacity and resistance from Figure 3 are plotted over the FCE. In this manner,
the resting periods are visually excluded from the graph, and a simple cycle lifetime
estimation over FCE can be conducted (dashed line). Calendar aging is not considered for
this estimation.
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Figure 10. Capacity loss and resistance increase rate for cells cycled at 20%, 50% (reference), and 70%
average SOC. The aging rate during the 1st and 2nd cycling phases is plotted in red and orange, while
the blue line depicts the aging with recovery effect during resting pauses. A prognosis is depicted
with a black dotted line and the approximate FCE count for reaching the end-of-life criterion.
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The curves in Figure 10 depict the apparent capacity loss and resistance increase for
the 1st (red line) and 2nd (orange line) cycling phases. Additionally, the blue curve shows
the aging rate of the cells when the resting phases are considered in the accelerated aging
test. Thus, the three points corresponding to the blue curve consist of the initial capacity,
the highest valued during the 1st resting phase, and the final value after the 2nd resting
phase. For the three cases, the FCE is calculated when the capacity reaches 80% and the
resistance 140%. These End-of-Life criterion corresponds to the standard established by the
US Advanced Battery Consortium [34], which is still widely accepted in the automotive
battery industry [35].

The computed cycle life has different values for the three aforementioned scenarios.
The cycle life estimation for both cycling phases is, in comparison to the blue curve, highly
overestimated. Hence, the recovery of apparent aging must be considered for the lifetime
estimation of lithium-ion batteries based on an accelerated cyclic aging test.

4. Conclusions

Quick and accurate lifetime estimation of lithium-ion batteries is currently of extreme
importance for the automotive, module, and cell manufacturing industries. On this account, we
presented the results for accelerated cyclic aging tests with long resting periods on cylindrical
lithium-ion cells of the type NCA/Si-graphite. The test consists of the cycling (250FCE)
and subsequent resting (3 months) of the cells. During the cycling phase the DOD windows,
average SOCs, and charge/discharge currents were strategically varied to focus higher pressure
gradients. During the resting phase, all cells were set idle at 25 ◦C and 12% SOC.

The capacity loss after a cycling phase was recovered during the subsequent resting
phase. This apparent aging was stronger for cells cycled with higher current rates and at
20% and 70% average SOC (high-pressure gradient). The cell cycled at 50% average SOC,
with a low-pressure gradient, and presented almost no apparent aging.

During the first resting phase, around 60% of the apparent capacity loss was recov-
ered. The recovery effect was also present after the second resting phase in a smaller, yet
considerable amount. This apparent aging, and its recovery, could be associated with the
homogeneity of lithium distribution (HLD) over the anode. Using differential voltage
analysis (DVA), a strong correlation was found between the apparent aging (capacity loss
and resistance increase) and the HLD of the anode. The cathode features of the dV/dQ curve
remained the same over the test duration.

Additionally, the capacity difference analysis (CDA) correlated greatly with the com-
puted HLD and the recovered apparent aging. In contrast to the cell resistance, the values
of the CDA returned to their original state (no influence of aging). Along with the DVA,
CDA is an adequate tool for the analysis of HLD in accelerated cyclic aging tests.

From the presented results and findings, we formulate the following hypothesis
regarding accelerated cyclic aging tests, HLD, and pressure gradients, which are currently
in our research interest:

• During the cycling phase, the pressure gradient has a more significant effect on the
HLD, than constant pressure.

• During the cycling phase, the silicon content on the cell is responsible for the apparent
resistance increase.

• During the cycling phase, pressure gradients impede the rehomogeneization of lithium
distribution.

• During the resting phase, a pressure release of the jelly-roll accelerates the recovery of
apparent capacity loss, along with a low resting SOC.

• Non-stop cycling of the cell causes an inhomogeneous lithium distribution in the
anode, which promotes lithium platting, and that rarely occurs in field applications.

In summarizing, we conclude that for accurate lifetime estimation of lithium-ion
batteries on basis of accelerated cyclic aging tests, the HLD must be better understood.
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Appendix A. Calculation of the Relative Recovery

The apparent capacity loss and the subsequent recovery are depicted in Figure A1.
To estimate the apparent capacity loss during both rounds, the first and the last capacity
values during the cycling phase were selected. During recovery, the highest value that is
reached during the resting phase is used. The relative recovery is the amount of capacity
that can be recovered after a cycling phase.
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Figure A1. Schematic for the calculation of the relative recovery of apparent capacity loss and
resistance increase.

Appendix B. Calculation of the DVA for the Estimation of HLD

The measured full dV/dQ curve is depicted with a solid black line in Figure A2. It
includes two major peaks associated to the anode and two minima and a maximum
associated with the cathode. Since the features of the cathode material remain consistent for
all cells during the whole test, our DVA is deployed as follows. Grounding on established
dV/dQ curves of the respective electrodes (NCA and Gr), we can estimate the curve shape
of the cathode curve (dashed blue line), fit it to the cathode features of the measured curve
and calculate the anode curve (dashed red line). The calculated anode curved during the
1st check-up is then plotted (solid red line) with the dV/dQ curves of all other check-ups
during the test. This allows a comparison of the HLD of the anode at the beginning of the
test, with the current cell state. Finally, the expected full cell dV/dQ curve can be computed
by adding the anode curve (solid red line) with the cathode curve (dashed blue line). The
expected full cell dV/dQ curve (dashed black line) represents then a cell with lower capacity
(shifting and stretching), but with preserved HLD (no curve flattening).

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22644802.v2
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test, with the current cell state. Finally, the expected full cell dV/dQ curve can be computed 

by adding the anode curve (solid red line) with the cathode curve (dashed blue line). The 

expected full cell dV/dQ curve (dashed black line) represents then a cell with lower capac-

ity (shifting and stretching), but with preserved HLD (no curve flattening). 

 

Figure A2. Schematic for the calculation of the DVA for the estimation of HLD. 
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